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Abstract
The Maxwell theory on non-commutative spaces has been con-
sidered. The non-linear equations of electromagnetic fields on non-
commutative spaces were obtained in the compact spin-tensor (quater-
nion) form. We found the symmetric energy-momentum tensor and
its non-zero trace. So, the trace anomaly of the energy-momentum
tensor was obtained in electrodynamics on non-commutative spaces.
It was noted that the dual transformations of electromagnetic fields
on non-commutative spaces are broken.
1 Introduction
The eld models on non-commutative (NC) spaces are of great interest now
due to the recent development of the superstring theory. It was shown that
NC coordinates emerge naturally in the perturbative version of the D-brane
theory (low energy excitations of a D-brane) with the presence of the exter-
nal background magnetic eld [1]. So, non-commutative Yang-Mills (NCYM)
theories appear in the string theory and therefore they are being widely inves-
tigated. The NC eld theories have the same degrees of freedom as eective
commutative theories and, therefore, there exists a map (the Seiberg-Witten
map between NC eld theory and the corresponding commutative eld the-
ory) between them. The simplest theory with the gauge group U(1) is QED
and its prototype - NC quantum electrodynamics (NCQED). The investi-
gation of gauge theories on NC geometry leads to the nonlocal interactions
of elds due to the presence of higher derivatives in the Lagrangian. The
distinctive features of the NC theory are the appearance of the dipole mo-
ments of particles at one loop level and the violation of the CP-symmetry [2].
So, in NCQED the \electron" possesses the magnetic dipole moment which
contains the spin-independent term (proportional to the non-commutative
parameter θ) and the electric dipole moment violating the CP-symmetry,
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but it should be noted that the CPT-symmetry remains unbroken [3]. At
the charge conjugation the theory transfers to the sector with θ ! −θ. At
one-loop level NCQED is a renormalizable [4,5] and asymptotic free (the
β-function is negative and is not θ dependent) theory [6]. Besides, the pa-
rameter θ does not acquire the quantum corrections. The non-commutative
version of a standard model was considered in [2,7]. It should be mentioned
that NC eld theories possess unitarity at the space-like non-commutative
tensor θ (θ0j = 0). There is infrared-ultraviolet (IR/UV) mixing in NC
theories, and if we remove the UV divergences at cut-o! 1, the new IR
divergences appear.
The assumption that coordinates do not commute was made a long time
ago [8] (see also [9]). The NC coordinates of the corresponding spaces obey
the following commutation relation
[x̂, x̂ ] = iθ , (1)
where the non-commutative parameter θ possesses the dimension of
(length)2. It is implied that we have ordinary commutative relations between
coordinates x̂ and the momentum p̂: [x̂, p̂ ] = ihδ , [p̂, p̂ ] = 0. The




 , NC  103 GeV, (2)
where  is a dimensionless antisymmetric tensor,  = −. The parame-
ter θ is extremely small, and, therefore, observable eects can emerge only
at the cosmological scale (of the order of the Plank length), i.e. at high en-
ergy. As θ is a constant tensor, the Lorentz symmetry is broken for eld
theories on NC geometry. It was noted in [7] that at the replacement
xi = x̂i +
1
2h
θij p̂j, pj = p̂j, (3)
we arrive at the standard commutation relationships: [xi, xj] = 0, [xi, pj] =
ihδij , [pi, pj] = 0. The non-local character of eld theories on NC geometry
follows from Eq.(3).
The eld operators Â(x̂) in eld theories on NC geometry are the func-


















i(p + k)x − 1
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 . Thus we come to the Weil-Moyal correspon-
dence [11,12]:
Â(x̂)B̂(x̂) ! A(x) ? B(x), (6)
where the star-product (?-product) is given by













Using Eq.(7) it is easy to check that quadratic terms in the actions of NC
theories (kinetic terms) coincide with that of their commutative versions, i.e.
propagators are identical. The star-product also satises the associative low:
(F ? G) ? H = F ? (G ? H).
2 Field equations




d4xF ? F = −1
4
∫
d4xF̂ 2 , (8)
were non-commutative strength F̂ reads
F̂ = ∂A − ∂A − ie [A, A ]M , (9)
and the Moyal bracket is
[A, A ]M = A ? A −A ? A. (10)
The Seiberg-Witten expansion to the rst order in θ [5] gives
Â = A − 1
2
θA (∂A + F) ,
(11)
F̂ = F + θFF − θA∂F ,
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with e absorbed in θ . The eld strength tensor corresponding to the com-
mutative Maxwell theory is given by
F = ∂A − ∂A, (12)
with the vector-potential of the electromagnetic eld A, the electric eld
Ei = iFi4 and the magnetic induction eld Bi = ijkFjk. The Lagrangian











θFFF +O(θ2) + AJ, (13)
where we added the external four-current J and took into consideration that
the term A ? J in the Maxwell Lagrangian on NC spaces coincides within







(1 + θ B)− (θ E) (E B) +O(θ2) + AJ, (14)
where θi = (1/2)ijkθjk, θi4 = 0. It is seen from Eq.(14) that terms containing
the non-commutative parameter θ violate CP - symmetry. The Lagrange-












−θ∂ (FF) + θ∂ (FF)− θ∂ (FF) = J .
The non-linear equations (15) may be cast as follows [13]:
∂
∂t
D− ∂ H = −J, ∂ D = ρ, (16)
where (∂  H)i = ijk∂jHk and ∂  D = ∂iDi are a vector and scalar
products, respectively; J is the vector of a current and ρ is a charge density,
J=(J, iρ). The displacement (D) and magnetic (H) elds are given by
D = E + d, d = (θ B)E− (θ  E)B− (E B)θ, (17)







The other equations following from Eq.(12):
∂F˜ = 0, (19)
where F˜ = (1/2)εF is the dual tensor, ε is an antisymmetric
tensor Levy-Civita; ε1234 = −i. Eqs.(19) are rewritten as
∂
∂t
B + ∂  E = 0, ∂ B = 0. (20)
It was shown in [13] that in the theory under consideration the velocity of
propagation when transverse to a background magnetic induction eld diers
from c. This is a consequence of the non-linearity of eld equations. But
this eect of the photon propagation is very small due to the smallness of
the non-commutative parameter θ.
It is easy to see that free NC Maxwell’s equations (15), (19) at J = 0
are not invariant under the dual transformations of electromagnetic elds
F 0 = F cos α− F˜ sin α,
(21)
F˜ 0 = F˜ cos α + F sin α.
The terms containing the parameter θ in Eq.(15) violate the dual symme-
try (21), and the condition θ = 0 (at J = 0) recovers the dual symmetry
of standard Maxwell’s equations. It should be noted that dual transforma-
tions (21) describe the symmetry of the polarization space. For example, in
the case of the plane electromagnetic wave these transformations rotate the
polarization axes around the wave vector.
3 Energy and momentum of electromagnetic
field on NC spaces







= −J  E− divEH. (22)
















(1 + θ B)− (E B) (θ  E) . (24)




= −J  E− divP, P = EH, (25)
where P is the vector of the momentum density of the electromagnetic eld,
so that the four vector of the energy-momentum is P = (P, iE). The energy
density (24) and the momentum density of the electromagnetic eld with the












In order to nd the symmetric tensor of the energy-momentum, which has
a clear physical meaning, we will explore the general procedure of using the
curve coordinate system [17]. Variation of the Lagrangian (13) on the metric
tensor g in the case of a curved space-time leads (after going to the flat














− (θFγ + θFγ)FFγ − (FFγ + FFγ) θFγ − δL.
It is easy to check with the help of Eqs.(24),(25),(27) that the necessary
equations
T44 = E , Tm4 = −iPm. (28)
are valid. From Eq.(27) we also nd the spacial components of the energy-
momentum symmetric tensor













[Bmθn + θmBn − 3δmn (θ B)]
(29)
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− (E B) [θmEn + θnEm − δmn (θ  E)]− (θ  E) (EmBn + EnBm)
− (E θ)m (B E)n − (E θ)n (B E)m .
Eqs.(28), (29) clearly show that the trace of symmetric tensor of the energy-
momentum does not equal zero, and is given by




− 4 (θ  E) (E B) . (30)
Non-zero value of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor (30) indicates
the anomaly in the case of the NC electrodynamics. This reflects the fact
that the classical conformal invariance is broken. It should be noted that
the trace anomaly contributes to the cosmological constant. As a result the
trace anomaly might be the source of signicant period of inflation in the
early universe.
When two Lorentz invariants - I1  E2 −B2 and I2  E B equal zero,
i.e. I1 = I2 = 0, in the case of the electromagnetic waves, the trace anomaly
vanishes, T = 0. For classical electrodynamics at θ = 0 we arrive at the
known result T (=0) = 0.
4 Spin-tensor form of equations
Sometimes algebraic methods allow us to obtain results in the simplest way.
Multiplying Eqs.(20) by i, and adding Eqs.(16), we can write




where fk = Dk + iBk, kn = En + iHn. Multiplying Eq.(32) by τk, and
taking into account the properties of Pauli’s matrices, τk (see Appendix), one
arrives at
−τpτk∂pkk − i∂4τlfl = τkJk − ∂mkm, (33)
In accordance with Cartan’s ideas [15], for every vector we can construct
a 2 2−matrix X (or X) as follows
X = xτ, τ = (τk, τ4) ,
(34)
X = xτ, τ = (−τk, τ4) ,
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 −r = −J, (35)
where r = τ∂, G = gmτm, gm = dm + ihm, J = Jτ, J4 = iρ, F = fmτm,
f4 = 0; the matrix-dierential operator
 −r acts on the left standing function,
G+ is Hermitian conjugated matrix. We notice that the complex vector
g  d + ih can be represented in the compact form:
g = i (θ  v)v − i
2
θ (v)2 ,
where v = E + iB, v = E− iB. The spin-tensor F = fτ may be dened
through the potential as follows
F = −rA, (36)
where A = Aτ, r = τ∂. From Eq.(36) we arrive at Eq.(12).
The spin-tensor form of NC Maxwell’s equations (35) is equivalent to
the quaternion form as the quaternion algebra can be realized through the
Pauli matrices (see Appendix). At θ = 0 we arrive from Eq.(35) to the
quaternion form of the standard Maxwell’s equations [14,16].
Under the Lorentz transformations, the matrix X is transformed as
X 0 = L+XL, L 2 SL(2, c), (37)
where L+ is Hermitian conjugated matrix. The matrices r, r, F , A and J
are transformed as follows






, A0 = L+AL.
The terms in Eq.(35), including the parameter θ violate the Lorentz sym-
metry. The Lorentz-invariants of the transformations (37), (38) are the de-
terminants of matrices. The spin-tensor formulation of the NC Maxwell’s
equations in the form of Eq.(35) is convenient for considering the symmetric
properties of elds.
Let us consider some spin-tensor expressions in classical electrodynam-









where F = (Em + iBm)τm. Using the eld equation (35), it is easy to prove
that ∂γT
(=0)























so, the expression T
(=0)
γ corresponds to Eq.(27) at θ = 0. We may dene












Using Eq.(42) one can verify that the four-force K coincides with the known
denitions:
K = ρE + JB,
(43)
K4 = iJE.
The expressions (39), (42) are form-covariant under the Lorentz transforma-
tions due to Eq.(37).
5 Conclusion
We have just considered the Maxwell theory on NC spaces which is described
by the non-linear equations of the electromagnetic elds. This means that
the vacuum of electrodynamics on NC spaces is similar to a medium with
complicated (non-linear) properties. It was noted that the dual transfor-
mations of electromagnetic elds under consideration are broken. We found
the density of the energy and momentum of the electromagnetic elds on
NC spaces, and the symmetric energy-momentum tensor. It was shown that
the trace of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor is not equal to zero,
i.e. there is the trace anomaly. This anomaly is absent in the case of the
electromagnetic waves. The eld equations are also obtained in the com-
pact spin-tensor (quaternion) form. The Lorentz transformations of elds
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in the matrix form were considered. The spin-tensor formulation of the NC
Maxwell’s equations is useful for dierent applications, especially for study-
ing the symmetric properties of elds.
There are dierent phenomenological eects of the non-commutativity of
coordinates (1) (see [2,3,10,18]). If space-time is indeed non-commutative
on short distances, it may eect cosmology and early universe physics. It is
important because cosmology can verify the theories which are beyond the
standard model of particle physics. Probably, the consideration of the eld
theories on NC spaces may solve the problem of dark energy from trans-
Plankian physics.
6 Appendix: quaternion algebra
Pauli’s 2 2-matrices τk (k = 1, 2, 3) obey the following relations
τmτn = imnkτk + δmn,
ττ  + ττ = −2δ , (44)
τ = (τk, τ4) , τ = (−τk, τ4) ,
where τ4 = iτ0, τ0  I2 is the unit 2 2-matrix. The quaternion algebra can
be realized with the help of the Pauli matrices; setting e4 = τ0, ek = iτk and
using the properties (44) we obtain the quaternion algebra which is dened
by four basis elements e = (ek, e4) [16]) with the multiplication properties:






3 = −1, e1e2 = e3,
e2e1 = −e3, e2e3 = e1, e3e2 = −e1, (45)
e3e1 = e2, e1e3 = −e2, e4em = eme4 = em,
where m = 1, 2, 3, and e4 = 1 is the unit element.
The complex quaternion (or biquaternion) q is
q = qe = qmem + q4e4, (46)
where the q are complex numbers. Using the laws of multiplication (45), we
nd that the product of two arbitrary quaternions, q, q0, is dened by:
qq0 = (q4q04 − qmq0m) e4 + (q04qm + q4q0m + mnkqnq0k) em. (47)
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It is convenient to represent the arbitrary quaternion as q = q4 + q (so
q4e4 ! q4, qmem ! q), where q4 and q are the scalar and vector parts of
the quaternion, respectively. With the help of this notation, Eq.(47) can be
rewritten as
qq0 = q4q04 − q  q0 + q04q + q4q0 + q q0. (48)
Thus the scalar q  q0 = qmq0m, and vector q  q0 products are parts of the
quaternion multiplication. It is easy to verify the combined law for three
quaternions: (q1q2) q3 = q1 (q2q3).
The operation of quaternion conjugation (hyperconjugation) denotes the
transition to
q = q4e4 − qmem  q4 − q, (49)
so that the equalities q1 + q2 = q1+q2, q1q2 = q2q1 are valid for two arbitrary
quaternions q1 and q2. The modulus of the quaternion j q j is dened by
j q j= pqq =
√
q2. This formula allows us to divide one quaternions by
another, and thus the quaternion algebra includes this division.
Quaternions are a generalization of the complex numbers and we can
consider quaternions as a doubling of the complex numbers. They are con-
venient for investigating the symmetry of elds and relativistic kinematics.





where x = x4 +x is the quaternion of the coordinates (x4 = it, t is the time,
xm are the spatial coordinates), L is the quaternion of the Lorentz group with
the constraint LL = 1, L

= L4 − L and  means the complex conjugation.
The biquaternion L with the constraint LL = 1 is dened by six independent
parameters which characterize the Lorentz transformations. The squared








= 1. This shows that
the 6−parameter transformations (50) belong to the Lorentz group SO(3, 1).
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